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Fund Overview

Performance

Objective

as of 12/31/08

The Fund seeks low-volatility absolute return in excess of broad
equity indexes.

Since Inception (7/31/07)
1 Month

3 Month

1 Year

Annualized

Cumulative

MFLDX

+ 0.37%

–13.05%

– 12.88%

– 6.83%

– 9.57%

S&P 500

+ 1.06%

– 21.94%

– 37.00%

– 26.90%

– 35.87%

Strategy & Process
The Fund attempts to provide returns on capital substantially in
excess of the risk-free rate rather than matching any particular
index or external benchmark. The Fund has a broad investment
charter that allows it to utilize equity securities, fixed-income
instruments, commodities, futures and options. The Fund may hold
short positions of up to 30% of its capital.

Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is
possible. The Fund invests in smaller companies,
which involve additional risks such as limited liquidity
and greater volatility. The Fund invests in foreign
securities which involve greater volatility and political,
economic and currency risks and differences in
accounting methods. These risks are greater for
investments in emerging markets. Investments in debt
securities typically decrease in value when interest
rates rise. This risk is usually greater for longer-term
debt securities. Investment by the Fund in lower-rated
and non-rated securities presents a greater risk of loss
to principal and interest than higher-rated securities.
Investments in asset-backed and mortgage-backed
securities involve additional risks such as credit risk,
prepayment risk, possible illiquidity and default, and
increased susceptibility to adverse economic developments. The Fund regularly makes short sales of
securities, which involves the risk that losses may
exceed the original amount invested, however a
mutual fund investor’s risk is limited to the amount
invested in a fund. The Fund may also use options and
futures contracts, which have the risks of unlimited
losses of the underlying holdings due to unanticipated
market movements and failure to correctly predict the
direction of securities prices, interest rates and
currency exchange rates. The investment in options is
not suitable for all investors.
*The S&P 500 Index (SPX) is a broad-based unmanaged index of
500 stocks, which is widely recognized as representative of the
equity market in general. You cannot invest directly in an index.
The Price to Book (P/B) Ratio compares a stock's market value to
the value of total assets less total liabilities. The Price to Earnings
(P/E) Ratio reflects the multiple of earnings at which a stock sells.
The Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other important
information about the investment company, and it
may be obtained by calling (888) 236-4298. Read it
carefully before investing.
The Marketfield Fund is distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC
(12/08)

Gross Expense Ratio: 5.04%
*Net Expense Ratio: 1.75%

Source: U. S. Bancorp ©

Performance data quoted represents past performance; past performance does not
guarantee future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will
fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than
their original cost. Current performance of the Fund may be lower or higher than the
performance quoted. Performance data to the most recent month end may be obtained by
calling (888) 236-4298. The Fund imposes a redemption fee of 1.00% for shares held
less than 60 days. Performance data quoted does not reflect the redemption fee. If
reflected, total return would be reduced.
*The adviser has contractually agreed to reduce fees for at least a three-year period and
for an indefinite period thereafter subject to annual reapproval of the agreement by the
Board of Trustees.

Fund Facts

Top Five Sectors

Fund Statistics
Ticker Symbol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .MFLDX
CUSIP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89833W865
Minimum Investment . . . . . . . . .$25,000
Inception Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7/31/07
Benchmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . .S&P 500 Index
Net Assets . . . . . . . . . $34,800,858.93
Number of Holdings . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Price/Book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.04

Top Ten Holdings (as of 12/31/08)
Barrick Gold Corp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.06%
Retail Holders Trust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.83%
Newmont Mining Corp. . . . . . . . . . . .3.75%
United Parcel Service, Inc . . . . . . . . . .3.17%
SPDR Gold Trust ETF . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.91%
Family Dollar Stores, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . .2.67%
Procter & Gamble Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.36%
Knight Capital Group. . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.14%
Amgen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.14%
Landstar Systems. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.98%
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29.01%

1

15.72%
Industrials
Financials
13.28%
Materials
11.74%
Consumer Discretionary 7.98%
Energy
6.61%
As a % of total equities as of 12/31/08
Fund holdings and/or sector allocations
are subject to change at any time and are
not recommendations to buy or sell any
security. Current and future portfolio
holdings are subject to risk.
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Management Team
Michael C. Aronstein
President, Chief Executive Officer,
and Portfolio Manager
Michael C. Aronstein is Portfolio Manager of the
Marketfield Fund. He is also Chief Investment
Strategist for Oscar Gruss & Son Incorporated, a NYSE member
firm that provides research and investment advice to institutional
managers. Prior to joining Oscar Gruss in 2004, Mr. Aronstein
was Chief Investment Strategist at Preservation Group, a provider
of independent macroeconomic and strategic advice to professional investors. Mr. Aronstein began his investment career in
1979 at Merrill Lynch, serving positions as Senior Market Analyst,
Senior Investment Strategist, and Manager of Global Investment
Strategy. Mr. Aronstein spent six years as President of Comstock
Partners, a diversified investment advisor, and left to found West
Course Capital, a discretionary commodity management firm. Mr.
Aronstein graduated from Yale College as a Bachelor of Arts in
1974. His views on macroeconomic and strategic issues are
regularly sought by and disseminated through the financial print
and visual media.
Michael Shaoul
Chairman
Michael Shaoul also serves as Chief Executive
Officer of Oscar Gruss and Son Incorporated, a
position he has held since December 2001. He
joined Oscar Gruss in 1996 as Chief Operating Officer. Between
1992 and 1996, Mr. Shaoul ran Park Square Associates, a
Manhattan-based real estate investment and management
company. He was awarded a Ph.D. in Accounting and Finance in
1992 from Manchester University (UK). Mr. Shaoul has written
articles on behalf of Barron’s and has been regularly quoted in
The Wall Street Journal and Dow Jones Newswires regarding his
opinions on the investment markets.
Myles D. Gillespie
Chief Operating Officer
Myles D. Gillespie joined Marketfield Asset
Management as Chief Operating Officer in
2007. Myles is a graduate of The Hotchkiss
School and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Franklin and
Marshall College (Class of 1983). From 1983 to 1986, he
worked as a stock index futures trader with Henderson Brothers
and in 1986 became a NYSE Specialist at Quick & Reilly. He was
appointed Executive Vice President of JCC Specialist Corp., the
successor firm to Quick and Reilly, in 1989. In 1999 he became
President of Fleet Specialist, Inc., the successor firm to JCC
Specialist Corp., retiring from this position in 2004. During his
time at the NYSE, Myles served as a NYSE floor Official (19931999) and NYSE floor Governor (2001-2004).

Quarterly Commentary
The Metamorphosis
We use this particular title in reference to the great changes that have characterized the
past year and to the classic exposition of ancient mythology attributed to Ovid. Kafka’s
similarly named work might provide a reasonably apt metaphor, but we will leave this to
the reader’s imagination. The mythological reference seemed appropriate, as bear
markets have a tendency to reveal the fanciful nature of widely accepted beliefs that
underpinned the preceding bull market. This most recent sequence is no exception.
The circumstances leading to the events of 2008 are, by now, quite familiar to most
investors. The Federal Reserve Board began the sequence with overly tight monetary
conditions just at the time that the technology and growth stock mania of the late 20th century was exhausting itself. The subsequent downturn surprised policy makers, who
responded with a 180 degree shift in policy to a point of extreme and inappropriate ease.
Short term interest rates of around 1% underpinned an extraordinarily steep yield curve,
allowing leveraged speculation to emerge as the new national pastime. The objects of that
leverage were many and far flung, with the main ones being real estate and genetically
altered securities of all sorts. These asset categories lent themselves to the easiest, quickest and most extensive application of leverage. After about three years of hypertrophic
demand, supply responses across nearly every asset type, from luxury hotels and golf
communities to modern art and credit derivatives were sufficient to slow and then reverse
prices. Thus began the journey down asset deflation lane, now entering year three.
The sheer intensity of turbulence in the capital markets and parts of the real economy
makes it difficult to keep events within any sort of stable perspective. Without that ability,
it is nearly impossible to avoid responding to every new data surprise and market shock.
These short term responses are a recipe for disastrous investment results.
If we step back from the immediate news flow, it is possible to characterize the events of
the past few years in a more general and less volatile context. In many ways, the disturbances in the global economy over the past five years are similar in form to what occurred
in the early to mid 1970s. At that time the economy (particularly in the U.S.) operated
under the implicit assumption that cheap, abundant oil was a permanent input feature. The
first oil shock in 1973 undermined every enterprise that had been built around the cheap
oil hypothesis and set off a long period of substandard global growth. It might be argued
that the secular decline of U.S. manufacturing, especially the automobile industry, was set
in motion after one of their core strategic assumptions (perpetually cheap energy) was
proven wrong. Thirty five years later, they continue to drag an outdated business model
right to the verge of bankruptcy court.
The core input assumption that has been undermined in this cycle is not unlimited access
to inexpensive energy, but abundant and under priced credit. The plethora of liquid
savings (particularly in Asia) combined with the Fed’s extreme suppression of short term
interest rates in the early years of this decade created compelling incentives to structure
business models that would take advantage of access to leverage on extraordinarily favorable terms. The entire financial infrastructure that is now unraveling had, at the core of its
assumptions, an implicit dependence in unlimited access to cheap credit. The level of
belief became so outrageous as to provoke seeming serious public discussions about a
leveraged buyout of General Electric. This would have involved hundreds of billions of
borrowed dollars concentrated in one deal. And yet few commentators were willing to
dismiss the ideal out of hand. The old saying that there is not a bell that rings at market
tops is true. There is not a bell, there are hundreds.
Continued on page 3
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We are in the process of passing from an environment of bargain priced credit
to one in which lenders are going to be adequately compensated for the apparent risks that they are willing to assume. The fact that few are currently willing
to assume any risk is another aspect of the story. Returns that have been
produced at the expense of overly credulous and under compensated lenders
will no longer be available. Wall Street will undergo changes more dramatic
than those that occurred after fixed commissions were abolished. Credit dependency has become a structural weakness that will hinder the results of many large
financial institutions for years to come.

statistical analysis based on historical data will show no risk of loss. This, in
essence was the marketing mechanism behind a great proportion of the strategies that rose to prominence during the first two thirds of this decade. 2008 was
the insurable event that was never supposed to occur. In fact, the financial
markets’ volatility during October was, according to statistical analyses of
historical precedent, so improbable that the known universe has not been in
existence long enough for there to be a meaningful chance of occurrence. So
much for modern risk management.
The direct sale of option premium is the simplest investment analog to the payoff structure of an insurance business, but there are many other important strategies that share similar return and risk characteristics. The general principal
behind each of these is the acceptance of a steady, incremental return premium
against the presumably small chance of some disruptive event. Over the past
several years, much of the incremental growth of the hedge fund business was
based on the illusion of excess return without additional risk that can be
created by these types of strategies.

The Mythology
Every great excess has been built around a mythological core that seems to
justify extraordinary valuations and behaviors. A good deal of it originates and
is propagated within academic circles, where a veneer of intellectual
respectability is applied. This past cycle has been no different.
Chief among the deceptions was the designation of statistical variability of
returns as an adequate measure of investment risk. We and others have written
for years about the inherent flaws of this approach, which fails to take into
account the unique circumstances attending every new cycle of excess. Histories
of price fluctuations, credit performance and market correlations provide insight
into the past, but are of little use in understanding the present, and even less so
as concerns the future.

Insurance like structures with the potential to create nearly unlimited loss in the
event of unusual market displacements were spread around the globe like a
mutant influenza virus. Structured products with these characteristics were sold
as currency hedges to foreign corporations, interest rate hedges to municipalities, fixed income and equity substitutes to clients of private banks and
commodity hedges to producers, consumers and speculators. In each case,
history provided a comforting picture of stability and normalcy.

Complex statistical analysis has arisen as a popular tool as a consequence of
the widespread availability of computing power and ever more detailed records
of market minutia. None of what passes for risk management now would have
been possible in the days of paper tickers or blackboard quotations, and yet
good investors were perfectly capable of limiting their exposures to potentially
disastrous outcomes even in those primitive days.

The financial market effects were equally illusory. The widespread sales of
credit insurance (CDS) and other insurance like products drove down premiums
across all markets. Currency, interest rate, credit and equity volatility reached
historic lows during 2007. The compression of spreads and volatility was taken
as a sign that risks across all financial markets were actually diminishing as risk
management techniques became ever more sophisticated. The Fed joined the
intellectual bandwagon with carefully telegraphed, perfectly regular policy
moves, in the mistaken belief that markets would become more predictable if
monetary policy appeared to be.

The confusion of volatility with risk of loss gave rise to an extensive array of new
marketing and investment approaches that have characterized this cycle and its
demise. Managers found that by presenting the illusion of higher returns without
higher risk, they were able to attract untold sums in short order. The return sans
risk illusion was accomplished in one basic fashion. In essence, it involved the
creation of an insurance-like return stream, where small flows of premium were
constantly received, against the small probability of an insurable event (the
financial equivalent of a hurricane or earthquake) that would warrant the
payout of a large part of the accumulated premiums. Real insurance companies
do this all the time as a legitimate and important business. The problems with
the modern investment version were twofold. The practitioners never suggested
the possibility of the unusual but highly expensive event of loss, nor did they
reserve against it. All of the premiums they received were booked as profit.

The entire enterprise ignored the primary rule of risk management i.e., the more
people engaged in an investment activity, the more likely that a small
disturbance in results will be amplified by a coordinated rush for the exits. In
other words, popularity is the precursor of calamity.
Another broad array of myths arose around the principle of diversification. This
valuable portfolio concept became confused with and eventually defined by
various measures of statistical correlation. This simply proved to be another of
the fallacies underlying modern, quantitative financial techniques, where series
of numbers are manipulated toward conclusions without a basic understanding
of the processes that have generated them. Finance is not physics. Assets and
strategies that were assumed to be unrelated because they had been in past
cycles now proved highly correlated as a result of common ownership, financing sources or inclusion in broad indices or widely held portfolio structures.
These new sources of correlation did not generally exist in prior cycles
and hence the statistical evidence of history pointed toward
none of the recent dangers. The efficient frontier proved to be
a long, deep precipice.

Most “stable return” or “low volatility” investment strategies while not explicitly
run on the insurance company model, shared the same essential risk and return
characteristics. The most straightforward comparison exists with option writing
strategies, which involve the receipt of premium against the chance of an unusual market displacement that would require a large payout on the part of the
option writer. The key to the marketing appeal of such strategies lies in the fact
that if the insurable event is rare enough (a hundred year flood) it will appear
to uninformed investors that the strategy offers nothing but steady, excess return.
Because all propositions that promise to pay against the occurrence of an unusual event are, by definition, usually receiving a stream of premium payment, it is
very easy to show large interval of time, often many years, during which a pure

Continued on page 4
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At the heart of the issue was the matter of funding. Financial assets that were
carried on credit were forced onto markets when the funding was withdrawn.
This created a spiral of lower valuations, diminished bank capital and further
contraction of credit. In some ways, this was a financial analogue to the inventory cycles that shaped the economy in the past. In those cases, producers would
accumulate large stocks of raw materials or intermediate goods when it
appeared that good times would go on forever. The Federal Reserve would tighten credit and most of the funding for inventories, which were largely carried with
short term bank loans, would evaporate. Companies would be forced to liquidate into the void of a credit starved marketplace. Prices would collapse and
real commercial distress would ensue.

Underlying the entire investment Pantheon was an enormous, global financing
mechanism that presumed normalcy across all asset categories at all times.
Almost no margin for error was allowed. The combination of widespread portfolio structures that were meant to take advantage of low volatility and normal
relationships within and across all markets combined with the widespread use
of leverage rates well in excess of 90% provided a perfect mix for the transmission of acute distress across the entire landscape of global finance. In essence,
the fourth quarter of 2008 provided a textbook example of an old fashioned
panic and crash. The unique aspect of this one was the speed of propagation
across nearly every asset class and every corner of the global financial system.
The scope of the dislocations unfolding in the past year is such that it almost
demands some broad, abstract characterization in order to begin any analysis
or possible response. This is what seemed most lacking in governmental efforts
to cushion the effects. Initial responses were episodic and without any thematic
cohesion or understanding of the fundamental, as opposed to local, causes. This
lack of broad perspective also accounts for the dismal investment performance
of many renowned value managers. Because their skills generally consisted in
a thorough understanding of the values inherent in the assets and operations of
individual companies, the abrupt change in macroeconomic conditions, which
altered the metrics of all security valuations, was overlooked or dismissed.
Because most value approaches assume a gradual reversion to normalcy,
dramatic shifts in the nature of normalcy have the ability to invalidate historic
standards of value. Bottom up expertise is fine unless the top down forces
are overwhelming.

In the current cycle, inventory excesses and inflation were generally concentrated in financial assets and property. Banks balance sheets exploded with excessive securities’ financing rather than commercial and industrial lending. The
Fed’s own balance sheet, which represents the primary source of funding for the
financial system, failed to keep pace. Market participants were forced to rely on
private, short term financing for a record stock of exotic, illiquid and recently
conceived securities. As the adjacent chart shows, the Fed’s provision of liquidity through its balance sheet activities showed no meaningful expansion until
crisis had reached full force. Even after the Bear Stearns failure, the expansion
of Fed lending in response to that crisis was rapidly allowed to dissipate,
leading to the re-emergence of the same acute funding issues in the weeks
before the Lehman debacle.
Following the October crash, the Fed threw caution to the wind as far as its own
balance sheet was concerned. The historic expansion of their funding activities
is well documented, and from our perspective, crucial in setting the stage for
more normal markets.

In the aftermath of Lehman’s failure, world markets underwent a colossal,
synchronous margin call. A good amount of the call was unmet by additional
provision of capital, and so there were widespread sell-outs into markets that
had ceased to function with any semblance of normal liquidity. The price
declines were breathtaking. There was little performance differentiation among
large cap equities, corporate bonds, commodities, emerging market securities,
credit default swaps or other over-the-counter (OTC) derivative markets. Where
markets completely froze, the rush for liquidity simply intensified in those that
were still functioning.

Both the Fed and the U.S. Treasury were slow to recognize the essential nature
of this particular crisis. In fact, the latter may still be at a loss if their continuing
erratic and piecemeal approaches are any indication. The practical failure of
Continued on page 5
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the first Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) initiative could have been avoided if emphasis was placed on stopping the spiral of forced liquidation rather
than removing certain “bad” assets from the banking system. Simply by funding
those assets within the institutions where they resided would have preempted
any need to continue selling into non-existent markets. By providing term funding within any institution that requested it, the entire issue of valuation and moral
hazard could have been avoided. The troubled institutions would not have been
rid of their mistakes, but would have had the leeway to hold them apart for
some number of years and absorb the losses in an orderly fashion. This would
have prevented the wholesale dumping of good assets and the consequent
impairment of institutions that had not been playing in traffic. The collapse in
high grade corporate bond prices (since reversed) that briefly threatened the solvency of the entire insurance industry might have been avoided.

good deal of their apparent prosperity seems to have derived from hedge
funds, proprietary trading, currency speculation and luxury property development. Some of these activities were legitimate adjunct to local development, but
many are turning out to be no more than secondary extensions of the excesses
in the developed nations. They have proven about as uncorrelated as Nasdaq
and NYSE stocks.
The founts of speculative wealth that shaped the last cycle and much of
contemporary culture have run dry. All followed the general form of utilizing
unlimited, cheap credit to create and amplify investment returns. The business
models behind the large, integrated investment and commercial banks have
failed. Like the railroads of the late 19th century or the automobile manufacturers that proliferated during the 1920s, most of these institutions will cease to
exist in anything near their present forms, and will spend years in the repair
shed. The same fate awaits much of the “alternative” investment universe,
where thousands of private management firms will disappear.

The ongoing conceptual failures at Treasury have not extended to the Federal
Reserve. Their willingness to provide funding support across a wide expanse of
capital markets has reversed many of the pressures in the more fundamental elements of credit. Recall that it has been less than three months since a wholesale
run on money market funds seemed to be unfolding, with the attendant failure
of the commercial paper market. Since the Fed began its funding efforts in
earnest, high grade commercial paper (CP) (which they have purchased directly) has fallen to historic low yields, while second tier paper, which continued
under pressure throughout 2008, has lately seen yields cut nearly in half.

In the wake of these changes at the core of our financial system, there will be
a long period in which the relative fortunes of various business and professional sectors will realign. The oft heard complaint about “income inequality” will
gradually lose its rhetorical cache, as it becomes clear in hindsight that the late
lamented inflation of capital assets was the primary driver of the disparities.
Owners of capital assets and those who move them around and finance their
movement naturally benefit disproportionately during a cycle in which real
prices of those assets are dramatically inflated. Now that that cycle has ended
and reversed, its negative effects will fall more heavily on owners of capital
assets, also known as rich people. The wealth envy that has driven a good deal
of harmful political and legislative initiative should begin to lose some potency.
At least one can hope.

Other signs of restoration within the credit and money markets abound. Libor
(London InterBank Offered Rate) and swap spreads have retreated to near normal levels. Nominal short term rates of all sorts are at or near historic lows. High
grade corporate bonds have rallied strongly, and issuance among investment
grade companies is beginning to run at a record pace. Credit, while being
rationed by a crippled banking system, is available through the capital markets
for high quality borrowers. Borrowing for speculative investment activities,
including Leveraged Buy Outs (LBOs), activist hedge fund forays and credit
dependent relative value or arbitrage strategies is nearly impossible. Similar
distinctions exist in mortgage markets.

We have witnessed a deflationary cataclysm within the global balance sheet.
Because all of our economic measurement systems concentrate on analysis of
national income statements (GDP-Gross Domestic Product), changes in the valuation of existing wealth are largely overlooked. This has confounded policy
makers, who do not seem to have a page in their operations manual that deals
with generalized price changes across the balance sheet that are not clearly
manifest in Consumer Price Index (CPI) reports. The oft heard protests of central
bankers, that they are not in business to address what they term “asset
bubbles”, seems a basic evasion of their role in regulating the extent of credit
expansions regardless of the consequences of those expansions. Credit excess
drives all generalized price expansions, whether the object of the excess is
consumer goods or capital assets. If a central bank is unwilling to address a
situation where credit grows at a far greater rate than the expansion of real
output, it hardly has any excuse to exist.

Large, high valuation commercial projects cannot be financed or refinanced
under acceptable terms. The equity value in most large commercial property
ventures that have financing based upon either a rise in rental rates or an appreciation of the property has probably vanished. Jumbo mortgages are difficult to
obtain for all but the most creditworthy, and even they are paying well above
conforming levels. The direct support of the conforming mortgage markets by
the Fed is bringing nominal rates down to levels where large increases in refinancing activity have begun. Rates are now at levels where we expect to see a
significant pick up in housing activity within the conforming price limits at or
near current price levels. Prices and activity at the luxury end have much farther
to fall.

With the collapse of asset prices across a wide section of the economy, we
have gone from a funding crisis to one that involves longer term financing and
solvency. The Fed’s actions to expand their balance sheet and provide funding
support for a large segment of the money and credit markets has reduced the
threat of another acute phase of forced liquidation. The tension in the system is
no longer concentrated in the interplay between security owners and their
margin clerks, but between commercial debtors and creditors. We have entered

2009
The turmoil in capital markets that characterized 2008 is rapidly emerging in
the global economy. There, the economic mythology that suggested the invulnerability of developing market economies to financial and asset price disruptions
in the U.S., Europe and Japan has suffered the intrusion of reality. Global
demand, trade and investment have collapsed. Commodity prices have followed, thus undermining the main economic drivers of emerging market
economies. Adding fuel to the fire is a gradual realization that many of the speculative underpinnings of credit mania in developed world financial and property markets were transmitted and perfectly replicated in developing markets. A

Continued on page 6
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the workout phase of a gigantic Chapter 11 filing, during which those who owe
and those who are owed will have to sit down and work out some settlement
that takes into account the new, lower levels of value that have arisen in a world
where financing can no longer assume asset appreciation. In some instances,
e.g. the automobile industry, the process will be public, political and highly
complex. In others, it will be as simple as a commercial mortgage holder taking possession of a property and accepting the operating cash flows in lieu of
the previous owner’s mortgage payments. In almost every instance, there will
be some loss of nominal value for all parties concerned.

Any stabilization and recovery in the real economy depends upon the restoration of normalcy in credit and money markets. The long term impairment of the
banking system precludes a major role for bank lending as a counterweight to
the economic malaise. Capital markets will be called upon as a primary source
of financing. In this context, the restorative trends underway within these markets are heartening. It was not long ago that the morning financial news was
headed by the latest Libor fix. At this writing three month dollar Libor has fallen
from its October high of 4.80% to an historic low of 1.08%. Similar declines in
rates for prime and second grade commercial paper are evident. Mortgage
spreads have contracted, and investment grade bond yields are well below their
average long term yields, having come down substantially since October.
Issuance of investment grade debt is accelerating to record levels in the U.S.
and Europe.

It is in this process that adherence to free market principles by the incoming
administration will be crucial. The genius of free markets lies in their freedom to
adjust to change in a way that continually clears the slate of harmful rigidities.
When demand for a good or service diminishes, the price will fall until demand
is restored. Markets that are burdened with oversupply will fall to a clearing
level, at which the excess is taken up and normal production can resume. When
businesses become less profitable, compensation of employees with those businesses must fall to levels that allow the restoration of profitability. Absent that,
the businesses will fail. All aspects of a free market system must be sufficiently
elastic so that the inevitable fluctuations can be smoothly adjusted to. The ability of prices to adjust easily is the central requisite for a properly functioning
market economy. The difficult fact for many people with a more interventionist
bent to accept is that there is no such thing as a “proper” price level that can
be divined by some group of assiduous politicians or their well credentialed
retainers. The markets let you know when a price has reached a level at which
some restorative or restrictive response is forthcoming. Prices can only be characterized by the human responses that they provoke. Two dollars per gallon
was always believed to be a high price for gasoline, but in the recent cycle it
didn’t seem to stop people from purchasing gigantic, powerful vehicles or driving them as far as always. Four dollars proved the real breaking point, but that
was only apparent after the market took prices there.

Three years ago we explained our concerns about property and mortgage markets by noting that in a heavily indebted economy, seemingly benign changes
in interest rates will have disproportionately severe effects on overall activity. At
the time, people argued that interest rates, despite having risen substantially
from their 2003 lows, were still well within normal ranges. The idea that a 5%
federal funds rate could precipitate a secular collapse of residential real estate
was regarded as absurd. We are currently holding out a similar but functionally obverse proposition, namely, that the very degree of indebtedness within our
economy makes it extremely responsive to the palliative effects of lower interest
rates. As credit markets continue to heal, the benefits of lower rates will be transmitted through an expanding section of borrowers. Already, the automatic resets
of corporate loans in relation to Libor is reducing rates for a large number of
borrowers, as is the boom in mortgage refinancing with 30 year rates below
5%. As the effects of the Fed’s actions continue to expand from their initial orbit,
increasing rewards for some greater degree of risk assumption should be
at hand.

With the perilous state of finance and global confidence, any policies that inhibit the process of adjustment within capital markets and the real economy will be
detrimental to prospects for recovery. To the extent that these policies tend
toward those espoused by the left wing of the Democratic Party, there is the
potential for a longer, more serious period of depressed activity. We would be
particularly alarmed by any moves to raise taxes, limit or alter the terms of international trade or compel unionization among more private sector workers.
To the extent that markets are allowed to adjust to the new environment, recovery in the U.S. housing sector should begin during the next two quarters, as
both prices and mortgage rates reach levels that provoke more normal demand
and construction. Stabilization in housing activity (not a resumption of price
appreciation) will be a precursor of a more general restoration of demand and
should provide some valuation metrics and liquidity within mortgage derivative
markets. As with other areas of the economy, it is important that government
allows house values to find levels at which there is a natural demand. Efforts to
artificially maintain previously inflated prices will only postpone real recovery.
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